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PCGS #
997

Date Denomination Grade
Collectible Type
1793 Half Cent - NGC MS61+

List Price
$75,000.00

2204

1899 1C MS67RD PCGS

$5,250.00

2204

1899 1C MS67RD PCGS

$5,250.00

3674

1858 3CS - PCGS MS66

$3,300.00

83763
83763
83766
83766
83770
3762
3766
3767
3767
3767
3769
3770
3781
3786
3826
3832

1867 3CN PR65CA CAC
1867 3CN - NGC PF65CA CAC
1870 3CN - NGC PF65CA CAC
1870 3CN - PCGS PR66CA
1874 3CN - PCGS PR66CA
1866 3CN - PCGS PR65
1870 3CN PF66CA CAC
1871 3CN - PCGS PR65 CAC
1871 3CN - PCGS PR65 CAC
1871 3CN - PCGS PR66 CAC
1873 Closed 3 3CN - NGC PF66 CAC
1874 3CN - NGC PF66 CA
1885 3CN - NGC PF66 CAC
1889 3CN - PCGS PR66CAM
1872 5C - PCGS PR66
1878 Shield Nickel - PCGS PR66

$1,000.00
$875.00
$775.00
$1,200.00
$750.00
$950.00
$1,350.00
$700.00
$700.00
$975.00
$900.00
$750.00
$650.00
$700.00
$800.00
$1,300.00

3838
3852
3874

1883 Shield 5C - NGC PF67
1891 5C - PCGS MS65 CAC
1912-D 5C - PCGS MS65+CAC

$1,100.00
$675.00
$1,950.00

3875
3884
3895
3901
3940

1912-S 5C - PCGS MS65
1886 5C - NGC PF65
1897 5C - NGC PF66 CAC
1903 5C - PCGS PR66 CAC
1918-S Buffalo Nickel - PCGS MS65

$3,300.00
$950.00
$675.00
$675.00
$12,500.00

4358

1853 Arrows H10C - NGC MS67

$5,750.00

4381
4496

1862 H10 - PCGS MS65
1821 Small Date 10C (JR-9) - NGC MS64

$550.00
$7,500.00

4605

1854 Arrows 10C - NGC MS65

$1,350.00

4748

1859 10C - NGC PF66

$3,500.00

4806

1895 10C - PCGS MS66

$4,400.00

Description
An exquisite example of the earliest Half Cent Gilbert 3. There is some red in the devices, mostly on the reverse. this variety is typically found in low
grades, and finding any mint state piece is very rare. Exceptional quality for the grade.
Only 2 Finer Known. Coppery-gold coloration and swirling, frosty luster are sure to please collectors looking for this superb premium 19th century
type coin. The ribbon diamonds and feathers are needle-sharp. PCGS Price Guide...$6750
Only 2 Finer certified by PCGS. This is a breathtakingly beautiful Superb Gem that really needs to be seen to be fully appreciated. Aglow with rich
rose-orange luster, a blush of lighter antique gold in the center of the obverse adds further appeal. The surfaces are silky smooth in appearance with
The final Type Two issue in the series, the 1858 three cent silver is conditionally scarce in MS66 and rare finer. This piece displays sharp definition
and original powder-blue border toning that surrounds light golden interiors. Numismedia Retail...$4490.
Brilliant and stunning piece. Price Guide...$950 in PR65CA. In PR66CA...$1000
Mintage...625. PF65 Price Guide...$950. PF66 Price Guide...$1250
Mintage...1000. Another beautiful Three cent nickel at a great price. Price guide...$1200 in PR65CA. In PR66CA...$1750.
Mintage...1000. Only one finer known by PCGS. Nice and brilliant premium gem piece. Price Guide...$1750
Mintage...700. Only three finer known at PCGS. PCGS Price Guide...$1450 in PR66CA. In PR67 CA...$9500.
Mintage...725. PCGS Price Guide...$1250
Mintage...1000. Only two finer known. Price Guide in PF66CA ...$1500. Price Guide in PF67CA ...$8500
Mintage...960. PCGS Price Guide in PR65...$850. In PR66...$1150
Mintage...960. PCGS Price Guide in PR65...$850. In PR66...$1150
Mintage...960. Price Guide in PR66...$1150. In PR67...$4000.
Mintage...1100. Only two finer certified by NGC. Price Guide for a Non-CAC...$1600
Mintage...700. Only four certified one grade higher by NGC.
Mintage...3790. Price Guide in PF66...$825. In PF67...$1675
Mintage...3436. PCGS Price Guide...$800. In PR67CAM...$1350
Mintage...950. Only 4 Finer Known certified by PCGS. PCGS Price Guide in PR66...$1100
Mintage..2350. This breathtakingly beautiful Gem is fully struck with smooth satin and reflective surfaces. One of the rarest dates in the Shield
nickel series, the 1878 is a Proof-only issue with a mintage of 2,350 pieces. Examples were distributed as part of the year's minor or silver Proof sets.
Fully struck and flashy final year proof Shield nickel. Encased in a former generation holder. Only One finer certified by NGC. NGC Price
PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$800. In MS66...$2250
This coin has it all. CAC and a plus designation. An impressive Gem, this 1912-D nickel represents the first of the denomination struck at the Denver
Mint, and the only Liberty nickel struck in Colorado. The strike is sharp with satin luster. PCGS Price guide in MS66...$3250.
Low Mintage...238,000. Nice warm satin luster makes this a nice edition to any collection.
Mintage...4290. NGC Price Guide...$1050.
Mintage...1938. NGC Price Guide in PF66...$880. In PF67...$2100
Mintage...1790. PCGS Price Guide in PR66...$600. In PR67...$1250
Only five coins are graded numerically finer at PCGS, 4 in 65+ and one in 66. This Gem represents a remarkable strike and condition rarity for a 1918S Buffalo nickel. Both sides exhibit superior definition and the Satiny luster is full, smooth and brilliant providing outstanding eye appeal. Scarce
even in the finer circulated grades, survivors of this 4,882,000-piece issue are rare in Mint State. Most Uncirculated examples are confined to lower
grades through MS-64 due to below average surface preservation and deficiencies with the strike. This coin would make a significant addition to an
Among the finest known. The With Arrows 1853 half dime is plentiful for type purposes, although Superb Gems are conditionally rare. This toned
MS67 coin displays lavender and gold obverse toning with rose and aquamarine on the reverse. Sharply struck and entirely unabraded. Price
A richly and originally toned Gem with more vivid undertones evident on the reverse at direct lighting angles. The 1862 is the final high mintage half
PQ. Here is a Blazing White type coin like you have never seen before. We aren't sure what is holding this back from being certified one point
higher. This gorgeous near Gem example offers a well executed strike, brilliant luster and is the single highest graded of this variety at NGC Only 17
F-102, High R.4, MS65 NGC. Ex: Highland Collection. A vertical die defect in Liberty's lap is diagnostic of the variety. This Gem example is frosted and
lustrous over lightly iridescent silver surfaces. The strike is sharp with some deeper toning on the reverse legend. NGC Price Guide...$2200
Mintage...800. 1858 was the second year of the Mint's commercial proof offerings. This delightful Premium Gem displays sharply detailed design
elements. The well-preserved surfaces exhibit reflective fields, under shades of pale gold and violet toning. Census: 27 in 66, 6 finer (6/17). NGC
From a small mintage of 690,000 pieces, the 1895 Barber dime is the rarest Philadelphia Mint issue of the series. This spectacular Premium Gem
exhibits sharply detailed design elements and well-preserved surfaces, under attractive shades of lavender-gray and golden-tan toning. Satiny mint
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4810

1896-O Barber Dime - PCGS MS66

$11,750.00

4812
4836

1897 Barber Dime - PCGS MS66
1905-O 10C - PCGS MS65

$950.00
$1,100.00

4866

1914-D Barber Dime - PCGS MS65 CAC

4870

1916 Barber Dime - PCGS MS67

$2,400.00

4882
4893
4913

1898 Barber Dime - PCGS PR66
1909 Barber Dime - NGC PF65
1917-D Mercury 10C - NGC MS66 CAC

$1,100.00
$850.00
$3,750.00

5310

1796 25C B-1 - NGC AU53

$59,000.00

5442

1857 Seated 25C - PCGS MS66 CAC

$4,250.00

5503

1876-S 25C - NGC MS66

$2,250.00

5561

1865 Seated 25C - PCGS PR65

$2,750.00

5687

1901 Barber Quarter - NGC PF66

$1,300.00

5696

1910 Barber 25C - PCGS PR67

$2,750.00

6051

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar - NGC VF20

$14,500.00

6071
6164
6493

1806 50C Pointed 6, Stem - NGC MS64
1834 50C - NGC MS66
1902-O Barber Half - NGC MS65

$39,500.00
$11,500.00
$5,500.00

6508

1907 Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS65

$1,800.00

6552
6555

1905 50C - PCGS PR65
1908 Barber Half - PCGS PR67

$2,000.00
$3,300.00

6641
6878

1941 50C - NGC PF65
Dollars
1799 Draped Bust $1 - NGC XF40

$3,950.00

40000

1796 Small Date Large Letters Dollar - PCGS VF20

$3,950.00

40052

1799 Draped Bust $1 - PCGS XF40

$3,950.00

6887
7046

1800 Bust Dollar - NGC XF45
1877-S Trade Dollar - NGC MS65

$3,950.00
$5,250.00

7100
7118
7152
7160
7320

1880-CC Morgan $1 - PCGS MS65 CAC
1880-S Morgan $1 - PCGS MS67 CAC
1884-CC Morgan Dollar - PCGS MS66
1885-CC Morgan $1 - PCGS MS66 CAC
1885 Morgan Dollar - NGC PF68

$1,150.00
$1,500.00
$690.00
$4,700.00
$25,000.00

7447

Gold Commemoratives
1904 G$1 Lewis & Clark - PCGS MS65

$3,500.00

$575.00

$600.00

Blast White. Lustrous surfaces exhibit well-defined design elements. The 1896-O, from a mintage of a little more than 600,000 pieces, is one of the
scarcer coins in the Barber dime series in Mint condition. The issue is especially rare in Gem and finer grades, for which PCGS and NGC report a
Only three finer known certified by PCGS. PCGS Price Guide...$1000
The 1905-O Barber dime is elusive in Gem and finer condition. Reddish-brown patina is more prominent on the obverse of this specimen. The design
elements are well-struck. Only 23 finer certified by PCGS. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$1440.
Blazing White. Brilliant apart from subtle golden peripheral highlights, this lovely Gem allows ready appreciation of intense satin luster. The 1914-D
is the most readily obtainable Denver Mint Barber dime in Uncirculated grades, making it an ideal candidate for inclusion in a mintmarked type set.
None Finer at either service. The final-year issue for the Barber dime overlaps with Weinman's new "Mercury" design. This is a highly lustrous
example with brilliant surfaces, complemented by slight golden-tan toning on each side. A fully struck and frosty Superb Gem. PCGS Price
Mintage...735. Richly toned. Price Guide...$1400.
Mintage...650. NGC Price Guide...$1400
Ex: Eliasberg. A "Memorable 1917-D Dime," in the words of the Eliasberg catalog, this CAC-approved Premium Gem showcases luminous, frosty
surfaces and a hint of light golden toning. The central strike sharpness is short of a Full Bands designation. The 1917-D is indeed a rarity in this
Tompkins Die State 3/3. This is a nicely toned B-1 example with olive-gold, forest-green, and deep-lavender toning over reflective, minimally marked
surfaces. Violet accents add to the eye appeal. The devices are remarkably well-struck and overall the strike is quite sharp for such a late die state.
In total, just 6,146 pieces were struck and the issue is always in demand for Small Eagle type. Census (both varieties combined): 5 in 53, 68 finer
CAC. This lovely Premium Gem boasts untoned silver-white centers bounded by rose-cinnamon and blue-green rim toning over surfaces that are
well-struck and nicely preserved for the grade. Only Eight Finer certified by PCGS. Price Guide in MS66...$4400. In MS67...$10,500
Ex: Pittman. Type Two Reverse. The warm rose-gold tints that drape the lustrous obverse show considerable blue intermixed on the reverse.
Excellent design definition and preservation with eye appeal to match both. Tied for numerically finest in the combined certified population (10/17).
Mintage...500. Both sides of this Gem proof exhibit dappled gold and iridescent toning, with splashes of cobalt-blue on the reverse. Obvious cameo
contrast is clearly evident, although there is no Cameo designation. Price Guide...$4500
Mintage...813. A boldly struck proof with mirrored fields and distinctive toning. The obverse displays amber and olive splashes amid champagne
surfaces, while the reverse has deeper lavender and plum color. NGC Price guide...$2800.
Mintage...551. This fully struck Superb Gem displays profoundly deep mirroring in the fields with a heavy layer of frost over the devices. The
obverse showcases beautifully intermingled hues of olive-gold, lavender, sea-green, and sunset-pink, while the reverse is awash in swirling goldenIdeal for first year type. This is a pleasing VF example with traces of reddish-gold mint luster still lingering in sheltered areas. The rims and dentils
are bold, as are all four digits of the date. The silver-gray surfaces have an olive tinge with occasional blue and tan accents. Both sides are free of any
Overton 130 (Variety not identified on the holder). Almond-gold and beautiful toning endows this splendid Draped Bust half. A fully struck nearOnly 3 finer known. A gorgeous and frosty Gem with amazing highlights. NGC Price Guide...$18,250. PCGS Price Guide...$23,500.
The 1902-O Barber half dollar was a workhorse of commercial channels. Mint State survivors are generally scarce, and Gems are rare. This piece
shows beautifully preserved, frosty luster cast in lovely orange-gold, lavender, and champagne-gray hues.
A moderately toned, satiny example that is sure to catch the eye of Gem type collectors. Conditionally scarce from a mintage of 2,598,000
circulation strikes, a respectable total by Barber half dollar standards. Only 8 finer known. PCGS Price Guide...$2500.
Mintage...727. The well-preserved surfaces of this impressive Gem are blanketed by mottled shades of gray toning, with sharply detailed design
Mintage...545. Although this Superb Gem proof is not designated as a Cameo proof, the field-to-device contrast that is visible through the toning
clearly indicates its actual quality. The obverse has a vibrant display of gold and green toning, while the reverse has splashes of sea-green toning on
Mostly white premium gem.
BB-163, B-10. Rarity-2. Olive-gray patina dominates the obverse appearance, although the reverse is predominantly pewter gray in tone with only
speckled highlights of the former. Well centered in strike, if a bit lightly impressed over the high points, the detail is still suitably bold for the
1796 $1 Small Date, Large Letters, B-4, BB-61, R.3, VF20 PCGS. A small round die chip is located near the drapery, directly above the 1, instantly
identifying this variety. An attractive example with mottled gunmetal-blue, pale violet, and ivory toning on each side. Faint adjustment marks and
B-11, BB161. Like its predecessor (the BB-160 variety), the BB-161 is a "No Berries" reverse although it is often not recognized as such. Bluish-brown
toning on both sides displays orange-gold mint luster in the protected areas. Price Guide...$4350
This pleasing Draped Bust dollar showcases smooth steel-gray surfaces with golden-tan accents over the high points. Strong detail remains on the
A warmly toned piece with full satin luster and sharp striking detail. With 9,519,000 pieces produced, the 1877-S has the highest mintage in the brief
trade dollar series of 1873 to 1883. Although most examples were shipped to the Orient, as intended, enough coins remained stateside or were
later repatriated that this issue is readily obtainable in both circulated and lower Mint State grades. Gems are rare, however, especially relative to
Attractively toned obverse and White Reverse. Old powder PCGS blue label. Price Guide in MS65...$1050. In MS66...$1750.
PQ! Blazing White. Housed in an older generation holder. Price Guide in a half grade higher MS68...$5250.
Blast white group of PQ coins to choose from. PCGS Price Guide...$800. In MS67...$4500.
Nice White Coin. Older Powder Blue Label. PCGS Price Guide in MS66....$1900. In MS67...$10,000
Mintage...930. Deep, glassy mirrors surround the frosted portrait of Liberty on this immaculate, essentially mark-free PR68 example. Shades of rich
lavender, blue, and amber-orange glisten at the obverse margin, while the reverse is more intensely toned in those shades with underlying rainbow
iridescence. The strike is pinpoint sharp. Only one numerically finer piece exists at NGC. Price Guide...$40,000.
Mintage...10,025. Older holder. Stellar gem with great eye appeal. PCGS Price Guide...$4450
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7447

1904 Lewis & Clark G$1 - PCGS MS66

$6,500.00

7448

1905 G$1 Lewis & Clark - PCGS MS65

$5,900.00

7448

1905 G$1 Lewis & Clark - PCGS MS64

$1,600.00

7448

1905 G$1 Lewis & Clark - PCGS MS63

$1,100.00

7448

1905 G$1 Lewis and Clark -- PCGS MS66

$8,750.00

7449
7449
7449
7451

1915-S Pan Pac G$1 - PCGS MS65
1915-S Pan Pac G$1 - PCGS MS65
1915-S Pan Pac G$1 - PCGS MS66
1915-S $50 Pan Pac Round - NGC MS64 CAC

7454
7454

1916 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS64
1916 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS67

$700.00
$2,500.00

7454
7454

1916 G$1 McKinley - PCGS MS64
1916 G$1 McKinley - PCGS MS67

$475.00
$2,350.00

7455
7455
7458
7459

1917 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS-65
1917 G$1 McKinley - PCGS MS64
1922 Grant No Star G$1 - PCGS MS67
1922 G$1 Grant With Star - NGC MS66

$1,300.00
$625.00
$2,750.00
$2,100.00

7459
7466

1922 Grant w/ Star - PCGS MS66 CAC
1926 $2.5 Sesqui - PCGS MS65 CAC

$2,000.00
$2,300.00

7466
7466
7513

$1,250.00
$1,250.00
$1,000.00

7856

1926 Sesquicentennial $2.5 - PCGS MS65
1926 Sesquicentennial $2.5 - PCGS MS65
1851 G$1 - PCGS MS64 CAC
Everything Gold
1904 $2.5 Liberty - NGC MS67 CAC

7858
7939
7942
7946
8011

1906 $2.5 Liberty - PCGS MS63 CAC
1908 $2.5 Indian - PCGS MS62
1911 $2.5 Indian - NGC MS62
1914 $2.5 Indian - PCGS MS62
1889 $3 - PCGS MS66

$700.00
$425.00
$400.00
$850.00
$17,500.00

8347
8377
8392
8395
8395
8396
8397
8400
8412
8510
8527
8529
8852
8859
8863

1878-S $5 - PCGS AU53
1891 $5 - PCGS AU50
1896 $5 - PCGS MS62
1897-S $5 - PCGS AU53
1897-S $5 Liberty - PCGS AU55
1898 $5 - PCGS MS62
1898-S $5 - PCGS MS62
1900 $5 - PCGS MS63 CAC
1905-S $5 - PCGS MS61
1908 $5 Indian - PCGS MS62 CAC
1914 $5 Indian - NGC MS62
1914-S $5 - NGC MS64
1907 $10 Indian No Motto - PCGS MS61
1908 $10 Indian W/ Motto - PCGS MS63
1909-D $10 Indian - PCGS MS62

$400.00
$350.00
$500.00
$360.00
$400.00
$425.00
$450.00
$475.00
$550.00
$600.00
$650.00
$40,000.00
$1,200.00
$1,100.00
$1,650.00

$975.00
$975.00
$1,450.00
$129,500.00

$3,500.00

PQ. Premium Gem. Plentiful in lower grades, the 1904 Lewis and Clark gold dollar becomes scarce in MS66 and is rarely seen finer. This sharply
struck example showcases exceptional preservation and color. Price Guide in MS66...$7000. In MS67...$11,000.
Mintage...10,041. Older holder. This softly frosted yellow-gold Gem has a sharp strike with eye appeal that's most pleasing. The Lewis and Clark
gold dollars were issued as souvenir pieces for the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, held in Portland, Oregon in 1905. CDN...$6800. PCGS
Mintage...10,041. This near Gem has bright orange golden luster that's most pleasing. The Lewis and Clark gold dollars were issued as souvenir
pieces for the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, held in Portland, Oregon in 1905. PCGS Price Guide...$2100
Mintage...10,041. This PQ gold commemorative is bright and lively. In our opinion...very good for the grade. The Lewis and Clark gold dollars were
issued as souvenir pieces for the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, held in Portland, Oregon in 1905. PCGS Price Guide...$1500
Mintage...10,041. Only 4 finer certified by PCGS. Older light blue holder. The 1905-dated Lewis and Clark gold dollars are far scarcer than their
1904 counterparts in high grades, that is MS65 and above. In fact, these coins are more than twice as rare in the finest levels of preservation. This
Mintage...15,000. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$1400
Mintage...15,000. Old Holder. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$1400
Mintage...15,000. Old Holder. PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$1800
Mintage...483. The Round and Octagonal fifty dollar gold pieces still hold the record for the largest gold commemoratives struck by the United
States. These two coins were so massive that a medal press was needed to strike them. They are medallion-like. Their beauty is undeniable. So is
their symbolism. The 483 round fifties that exist today comprise the lowest mintage of any U.S. commemorative coin. This is a chance to own an
Older blue holder.
Mintage...9977. Older Blue Label. PCGS Price guide...$3250. McKinley gold dollars were struck in 1916 and 1917 to raise money for a memorial in
the slain president's hometown of Niles, Ohio. The surfaces of this Superb Gem radiate frosty luster and showcase attractive coppery-gold color.
Mintage...9,977. Steady shimmering golden brilliance ensures the visual appeal for this radiant commemorative. PCGS Price Guide...650
Mintage...9,977. None finer certified by PCGS. Old powder blue label. Stunning gold luster enhance the frosty wheat-gold patina of this
immaculate Superb Gem McKinley. This example is razor-sharp and exceptionally attractive. PCGS Price guide...$3250.
A satiny, vibrant and vivid example bathed in lovely orange-gold patina. Solid Gem quality for the astute collector of classic U.S. Mint
Mintage...10,000. Modestly flashy, the fields display smooth, silky texture with premium color. Price Guide...$900
Old Green Holder Beauty. This spectacular Superb Gem offers sharply detailed design elements and vibrant mint luster throughout with well
Mintage...5016. The attractive gold color of this Premium Gem With Star dollar offers gleaming yellow-gold patina that forms a suitable palette. You
will find the surfaces of the coin to be smooth and lustrous. NGC Price Guide...$3225.
Mintage...5016. Price guide...$2600.
Mintage...46,019. A beautiful Gem representative of this popular gold commemorative issue, with well-detailed design elements and wellpreserved golden surfaces. Vibrant mint luster adds to the considerable eye appeal. A very CAC-worthy piece. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$1850.
Old Holder. PCSG Price Guide...$1700
Old Holder. PCSG Price Guide...$1700
Bright and fresh near gem Type 1 Gold dollar. PCGS Green Holder. Price Guide....$850. In MS65...$2250.
The search for a high-grade Liberty Head quarter eagle type coin could easily end with this spectacular, CAC-approved Superb Gem. This needlesharp Superb Gem displays frosty, glowing mint luster with rich gold color. When rotated beneath a light, the luster shimmers. There are no
distracting abrasions. The 1904 Liberty quarter eagle is scarce in MS67 and extremely rare any finer. Population: 66 in 67 (3 in 67+), 1 finer (6/17).
Bright and lively $2.5 Liberty in an old PCGS Rattler holder.
Mintage...564,821. Nice bright and original. Price Guide...$550
Mintage...704,000. Nice bright and original. Price Guide...$485
Mintage...240,000. Nice and Original. Price Guide...$1400
Mintage...2300. From the Pogue Collection. Only two certified finer by PCGS. This incredible 1889 three-dollar gold piece is an impressive Gem
with every turn of the PCGS holder. The frosty medium gold surfaces glow with lively pale sunset orange and sky blue iridescence. The strike is as
bold as ever seen in the design type. The eye appeal easily befits the assigned grade, as does the technical quality. Sure to please even the most
Nice fresh original better date half eagle.
Lower Mintage...61,300. Nice fresh and original better date half eagle.
Nice Fresh and original better date $5 Lib. CDN Collector Price Guide...$594.
Nice fresh and original better date $5 Liberty.
Nice fresh and original.
Nice Fresh and original better date $5 Lib. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$563
Nice Fresh and Original better date $5 LIb. Price Guide...$610
CAC Certified. Nice lustrous half eagle.
Nice and original.
Nice fresh and original. Price Guide in MS62...$725. In MS63...$1000.
Mintage...247,000. Nice and original. NGC Price Guide...$1150
Only one finer certified by NGC. The 1914-S is one of the more significant condition rarities in the Indian Head half eagle series. This well struck
Mintage 239,408. Price Guide...$1320
Mintage...341,370. Nice fresh and original better date $10 Indian. Price Guide...
Mintage 121,540. Nice bright and original better date $10 Indian. PCGS Price Guide...$2000
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8867
8871
8876
8877
8942
8954
8965
8965

1910-S $10 Indian - PCGS MS62
1912 $10 Indian - PCGS MS62
1914-D $10 Indian - PCGS MS63
1914-S $10 Indian - PCGS MS62
1864-S $20 Liberty - PCGS XF40
1868-S $20 Liberty - PCGS AU50
1872-S $20 Liberty - PCGS XF45
1872-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS61

$1,650.00
$750.00
$1,600.00
$2,600.00
$2,000.00
$1,600.00
$1,375.00
$3,850.00

8967
8969
8970
8972
8976
8976
9029

1873 $20 Liberty Open 3 - PCGS XF45
1873-S Closed 3 $20 Liberty - NGC XF45
1874 $20 Liberty - PCGS XF45
1874-S $20 Liberty - PCGS XF45
1876-S $20 Liberty - PCGS XF45
1876 $20 Liberty - PCGS XF45
1896 $20 Liberty - PCGS MS64

$1,375.00
$1,375.00
$1,375.00
$1,375.00
$1,375.00
$1,375.00
$3,300.00

9032
9135

1897-S $20 Liberty - NGC MS64
1907 High Relief $20 Wire Rim - NGC MS63 CAC

$2,600.00
$24,500.00

9135

1907 High Relief $20 Wire Rim - NGC MS63 CAC

$24,500.00

9135
9135

1907 High Relief $20 Wire Rim - NGC MS65
1907 High Relief $20 Wire Rim - NGC MS66

$40,500.00
$67,500.00

9166
9173

1914-S $20 Saint - PCGS MS65
1922 $20 Saint - PCGS or NGC MS65

$1,925.00
$3,500.00

11217

Silver Commemoratives
1921 Alabama 50C - PCGS MS65
1923-S Monroe 50C - PCGS MS65
1926 Oregon 50C - PCGS MS67
1927 Vermont 50C - PCGS MS66
1927 Vermont 50C - PCGS MS66
1927 Vermont 50C - PCGS MS66
1927 Vermont 50C - PCGS MS66 CAC
Patterns
1836 Gobrecht Silver S$1 (J-58) - NGC PF64

$100,000.00

11217

1836 Silver Gobrecht $1 (J-58) - NGC PF62

$42,000.00

11354

1838 Seated $1 (J-85) Res. - PCGS PR65+ CAC

$200,000.00

60984

1869 50C Standard Silver Half Dollar, J-754 - PCGS PR66

9224
9333
9340
9401
9401
9401
9401

$850.00
$650.00
$775.00
$650.00
$650.00
$650.00
$750.00

$2,900.00

Mintage...811,000. Nice fresh and Original Better Date $10 Indian. Price Guide...$2100.
Nice bright and original better date $10 Indian. Price Guide...$1035
Nice better Date $10 Indian.
A pleasing, conditionally scarce representative with warm apricot-gold color. Price Guide...$3750
Nice fresh better date $20. Price Guide...$2400
Nice bright and original. Price Guide...$1770. Trends...$1850
Trends...$1700
The overwhelming majority of 1872-S twenties are in circulated condition, and even low-level Mint State coins are scarce. This fully lustrous
example is clearly Uncirculated with brassy-gold color. PCGS reports just nine numerically finer coins (2/18). PCGS Price Guide...$5500
Trends...$1700
Nice Fresh and Original $20 Liberty.
Nice fresh and original. Price Guide...$1600. Trends...$1625.
Nice fresh and original. Price Guide...$1600. Trends...$1625
Nice Fresh and Original. Price Guide...$1600. Trends...$1625
Nice Fresh and original $20 Liberty - PCGS XF45
Nearly the entire population of 1896 double eagles at the leading certification services falls within the grade range of MS61 to MS63. Comparable
near-Gems are very scarce, and only a handful of MS65 representatives are known. This smooth, softly frosted double eagle with peach-gold color
certainly appears finer than the grade suggests. The obverse fields are remarkably unabraded. Razor-sharp strike. PCGS reports seven finer
Nice Fresh and Original better Date $20. NGC Price Guide...$3500.
Mintage...11,250. CAC Certified. This choice Mint State example has satiny surfaces with brilliant luster and excellent eye appeal. It exhibits sharply
detailed design elements in bold sculptural relief. A thin wire rim, or fin, is present around the edge of the coin, caused by metal that was extruded
through the narrow gap between the die and collar when this coin was struck. The well-preserved golden surfaces are lustrous and appealing. NGC
Mintage...11,250. CAC Certified. This choice Mint State example has satiny surfaces with brilliant luster and excellent eye appeal. It exhibits sharply
detailed design elements in bold sculptural relief. A thin wire rim, or fin, is present around the edge of the coin, caused by metal that was extruded
through the narrow gap between the die and collar when this coin was struck. The well-preserved golden surfaces are lustrous and appealing. NGC
Mintage 11,250. This is an enormously appealing example of what many have called "the most beautiful coin ever struck." The surfaces are
This is a marvelous, satin-surfaced Premium Gem that shows no contact marks on either side. Obviously original, each side shows just a hint of
reddish patina, a feature common to most original High Reliefs. The wire rim (or "finning" as it was called by Mint personnel) is abundantly evident
Nice fresh beer date Saint. Price Guide...
The 1922 is a very common issue in terms of total number of Mint State pieces known. Obtaining one in MS-63 is really no problem at all. However,
in MS-64 or better condition, this issue is decidedly scarce. The one we offer are well struck with stron eye appeal.
Pretty tones on obverse. Blast white on reverse. PCGS Price Guide...$850
PCGS Price Guide...$750
Blast White. Only 2 Finer Known. PCGS Price Guide...$800
PQ! Gorgeous. PCGS Price Guide in one grade higher MS67...$4500
PQ! Gorgeous. PCGS Price Guide in one grade higher MS67...$4500
PQ! Gorgeous. PCGS Price Guide in one grade higher MS67...$4500
PQ! Gorgeous. PCGS Price Guide in one grade higher MS67...$4500
Gobrecht-designed dollars were struck in 1836 to reintroduce the denomination to a new generation. The strike details are full with complete hair
definition. All the eagleâ€™s breast feathers are completely articulated on the reverse. The production of 18 pieces for the Name Below Base is an
apocryphal mintage that is traceable to Edward Cogan in 1867. While no exact mintage is known for this issue, judging from the number of survivors
known somewhere around 60 to 100 pieces were probably made. As with all Gobrecht dollars, they were struck in proof format and most likely
struck twice to bring up high point definition. This is a stunning Judd-58. The fields are brightly mirrored and devoid of any noticeable contact
marks. As mentioned above, the striking definition is strong. The foot of Liberty is the usual place to look for fullness of strike on a Gobrecht dollar,
and here it has medal-like clarity of detail. The centers are brilliant with light golden toning encircling the margins. Mintage...probably 60 to 100.
Name Below Base, Judd-58 Restrike, Pollock-61, R.6(?) - As one would expect from a proof produced in the late 1850s, the fields are deeply mirrored
on each side. This is apparent even through the multiple layers of deep blue, gray, and rose-golden toning that cover each side. The high points of
the design are completely brought up, including Liberty's head, foot and sandal, and the eagle's breast feathers. NGC Census: 1 in PR62, 9 finer.
Mintage...Unknown. These pieces are extremely rare. Many variants of Gobrecht dollars were struck beginning in 1836, continuing in 1837, 1838,
and 1839, picking up again in the late 1850s and continuing through the 1870s. Of these many issues the only date that is believed to actually have
been coined as a pattern is the 1838. Each side displays variegated shadings of rose, blue, golden, and brown, lighter in the center of the obverse
Mintage...Unknown. NONE FINER KNOWN. A bust of Liberty wears a headband inscribed LIBERTY and ornamented with a star facing right, the
legend UNITED STATES OF AMERICA surrounds the figure, and a scroll with IN GOD WE TRUST is below. The reverse has 50 CENTS centered in a
wreath of oak and laurel with STANDARD SILVER above and the date 1869 below. Struck in silver with a reeded edge. Deep violet and iridescent

All information provided is for reference only. Please verify with your own sources when discussing with your customers.
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